Low-Level Wind Shear Identification along the Glide Path at BCIA by the Pulsed Coherent Doppler Lidar
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Abstract: Low-level wind shear is usually to be a rapidly changing meteorological phenomenon that cannot be ignored in aviation security service by affecting the air speed of landing and take-off aircrafts. The lidar team in Ocean University of China (OUC) carried out the long term particular researches on the low-level wind shear identification and regional wind shear inducement search at Beijing Capital International Airport (BCIA) from 2015 to 2020 by operating several pulsed coherent Doppler lidar (PCDL) systems. On account of the improved glide path scanning strategy and virtual multiple wind anemometers based on the rang height indicator (RHI) modes, the small-scale meteorological phenomenon along the glide path and/or runway center line direction can be captured. In this paper, the device configuration, scanning strategies, and results of the observation data are proposed. The algorithms to identify the low-level wind shear based on the reconstructed headwind profiles data have been tested and proved based on the lidar data obtained from December 2018 to January 2019. High spatial resolution observation data at vertical direction are utilized to study the regional wind shear inducement at the 36L end of BCIA under strong northwest wind conditions.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of passengers in the Beijing Capital International Airport (BCIA) (up to 100 million passengers per year), it is necessary to improve the airport operation efficiency and aviation safety. The terrain-induced wind shear and turbulence are notorious for their variability in intensity by affecting the aircraft airspeed during take-off and/or landing phases [1–3]. The disturbed wind speed profiles do more harm to the landing aircrafts than to the taking-off aircrafts, the focus of this paper was aimed on the landing aircraft and the operated landing ending. The criterion so-called “Obstacle Limitation Surfaces (OLS)” (ICAO Annex 14, Aerodromes) was introduced to verify the position and height of the planned constructions inside the airport. However, the obstacles in the vicinity of the airport are usually out of control as high plantings and mounts [4]. Constructions nearby the airport limited area can cause wakes, vortices, and turbulence that are disturbing to air traffic in certain meteorological conditions and/or under specific wind directions, as Figure 1 shows.
With the increasing emphasis on wind shear and the deployment of low level wind shear alerting system, the occurred rate of accidents related to low-level wind shear was reduced [4]. Nowadays, terminal control staff at most operational airport issued low level wind shear alerts with the help of terminal Doppler weather radar (TDWR), anemometer network and wind profilers [5]. The low-level wind shear alerting system (LLWAS) is a combine of the anemometer network, it was first utilized to alert the low-level wind shear at 1970s [6]. The accuracy of the LLWAS is decided by the density of configured anemometers. The spatial resolution of LLWAS is up to hundreds of meters, making it unable to observe small scale disturbance. The LLWAS is designed to detect the gust front and microburst. Hong Kong Observatory configured many weather buoys with anemometers surrounding the Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) to extended capability of the LLWAS for the detection of the sea breeze induced wind shear events [7–9]. The microburst and gust front usually occurs with precipitation, thus the C-band TDWR with narrow beam was first developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for wind shear alerting [10]. Many international airports in Southeast Asia installed TDWR for alerting of gust front and microburst due to its excellent performance under rainfall conditions [11–14]. However, TDWR is not available to contribute wind field information under the clean air conditions. The wind profilers were installed to obtain the vertical wind information above the located site. The wind profilers are not available to perform a glide path scan due to the lack of scanning device; thus; the wind profilers are often utilized to retrieval the background wind field. Lidar sensors have been proved to be flexible and effective remote sensing equipment to obtain detail information of wind, turbulence, wind turbine wake, aircraft wake vortices under non-rainy weather perform well in many projects [15–18].

The flexible lidar system has been utilized to measure turbulence, background wind information, and wind turbine wake characterization in complex terrain [19,20]. The coordinated virtual tower stares scanning pattern was developed to obtain accurate wind flow information [21]. The National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) has qualified and quantified the wind disturbance more clearly than the existing ICAO guidelines. According to the detailed explanation of NLR, the speed deficit change of 6 knots must occur over a distance of at least 100 m. The fluctuation of wind speed induced by buildings would not do harm to the landing aircraft when the value is below 6 knots at the cross direction of the glide path [22].

The Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) has made important explorations in the study of terrain induced wind shear observation and alerting. The complex orography around the HKIA poses a unique challenge to the detection and alerting of low-level wind shear. The HKIA was built on Chek Lap Kok Island. The mountainous Lantau Island with peaks rising to nearly 1000 m above ground level (AGL) and valleys as 400 m AGL is the prominent topography around the HKIA. To solve the problem of wind shear and
turbulence monitor, Hong Kong Observatory configured several weather sensors including a TDWR; a network of anemometers on the surface, valleys, and hilltops; three weather buoys over the waters; two wind profilers over Lantau Island and two LIDAR systems at airport [23–26].

In terms of the BCIA, there are many high mounts and trees around the BCIA to its west (100 m away from the runway area), having peaks rising to nearly 30 m AGL as Figure 2 shows (The pictures were taken by Hongwei Zhang inside the BCIA on 30 November 2017).

Figure 2. Site photograph of Runway 18R/36L at BCIA. (a) facing to the North, high mount, and trees located around the Runway 18R ending; (b) facing to the South, high trees located around the Runway 36L ending.

By analyzing the historical wind direction and wind speed information of the three runways of BCIA from 1 January 2018 to 31 October 2019 (obtained by the supersonic anemometers, data number: 9459924), Runway 18R/36L is more likely to suffer from terrain induced wind shear especially under the western or northwest wind conditions (Figure 3). The results show that (1) The wind speed obtained by three anemometers configured at Runway 18R/36L are 55–65% lower than that measured at other endings under strong western wind (270°–320°) conditions. (2) The measured wind speed are 50–60% lower than those measured at other sites under the northwest wind (320°–350°) conditions, and the data of 36L endings are 60% lower. (3) There are nearly no significant difference between each sites under other prevailing wind conditions.

Figure 3. Wind speed obtained by supersonic anemometers configured at Runway 01 and Runway 36L.

In this paper, the work utilized a pulsed coherent Doppler lidar (PCDL) system to observe and study the terrain induced wind shear at BCIA. The wind shear case studies proved by pilots’ reports were introduced.
2. Device Configuration and Scanning Strategy

The OUC Lidar team carried out several field low level wind shear lidar observation campaigns at BCIA from 2015 to 2020 and designed different scanning modes for lidar observation of low level wind shear [27,28]. We have developed several types of PCDL for aviation meteorological application, including Wind Mast PBL, Wind3D 6000, and Wind3D 10 k, cooperated with the Qingdao Leice Transient Technology Co., Ltd. (Qingdao, China). The principle of the PCDL is to identify the frequency bias of radial backscattering information of aerosol particles which represents the movement of atmosphere along the laser beam pointing direction [29,30]. The wind field information could be induced by scanning the wind field with large span (usually \( \geq 60^\circ \)) [31]. Lidar system are flexible to achieve different scanning modes such as PPI (plane position indicator), RHI (range height indicator) and DBS (doppler beams swing) making it possible to capture small scale wind shear with quick evolution. The disturbed wind speed profiles do more harm to the landing aircrafts than to the taking-off aircrafts, the focus of this paper was aimed on the landing aircraft and the operated landing ending.

In this field campaign, one PCDL system was configured at the south ending (36L) of the Runway 36L/18R as shown in Figure 4a and another PCDL system with similar specifications was configured at the south ending (01) of Runway 01/19. Glide path scanning pattern was designed to fit the incident angle of aircraft landing path. The motivation of the glide path scanning pattern is to reveal the wind that the landing aircrafts would encounter. The pointing direction of laser beam was confirmed by calculating the relationship between the azimuth angles, distance to the centerline of runway and incident angle. The scheme of glide path scanning strategy is illustrated in Figure 4b.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Configuration of lidar system and scanning strategy at Beijing Capital International Airport (BCIA). (a) Top view of the BCIA; (b) scheme of glide path scanning mode; (c) scheme of rang height indicator (RHI) scanning mode to identify the terrain induced wind shear.

For the study of terrain induced wind shear and lower wind speed occurred in Runway 18R/36L, RHI scanning mode was employed during the field campaign. The azimuth angles of RHI scanning mode have been set at 177° and 357° according to the runway direction and the pitching angle was set from 0° to 45°. The scanning diagram is
illustrated as Figure 4c shows. This scanning mode can be used to study the influence of the surrounding geographical environment on the local wind field of the runway is explored by comparing the distribution of the runway low altitude vertical wind field under different prevailing wind direction conditions. Second, it is used to assist the analysis of wind field information around the runway when wind shear occurs.

3. Results

Glide path scanning strategy was designed to capture the wind shear over the glide path area and to construct the headwind profiles which reveal the wind turbulence that landing aircrafts would encounter. RHI scanning mode was operated to reveal the vertical wind field structure with high spatial resolution. Wind profiles depicting the horizontal wind velocity varying with height at different distance were retrieval from the RHI scanning pattern and it is effective tools to study the wind shear induced by the terrain.

3.1. Glide Path Scanning

Wind information data (wind speed and wind direction) from the supersonic anemometer configured at Runway 01 and Runway 36L of the BCIA have been collected to illustrate the prevalent wind on the airport. From the Figure 5, we could conclude that the wind speed obtained by the supersonic anemometer are about 6 m/s, the wind speed of Runway 01 are slightly higher than those of Runway 36L. The prevalent wind on the airport is northwest wind.

![Wind Speed and Direction](image)

**Figure 5.** Wind information obtained by supersonic anemometers configured at Runway 01 and Runway 36L from 14:00 to 15:00 December 28.

Two PCDL systems were configured at 36L ending and 01 ending for glide path scanning separately. High spatial resolution airflow disturbances patterns have been captured by the PCDL system operated with glide path scanning mode as shown in Figure 6. The color in the Figure 6 represents the radial wind velocity (radial component of the wind vector at laser beam pointing direction). The red color indicate that particles flowing away from lidar, while the blue color represent the atmospheric particles flowing towards lidar system. The revisit time of the glide path scanning over glide path determines the capability of the PCDL system to capture the transient and small scale feature of the airflow disturbances. The temporal resolution of Glide Path Scanning is about 35 s in this study (nearly half time of the previous campaigns).

Three black lines in Figure 6 were illustrated to represent the relative distance between the PCDL system and the glide path of two runways. Three black lines depict the landing corridor of runway and these width are 100 m at total with taking the uncertainty with the flight path of the aircraft into consideration. From the Figure 6a, we could conclude that aircraft would suffer fluctuate headwind when it operated its landing process at that time. When it comes to the landing aircraft operated its landing process at Runway 01/19, the
landing aircraft would suffer tailwind at height above 75 m (about 1500 m to the touch down area at horizontal direction. \( H = D \times \tan \alpha \), where \( D \) represents the horizontal distance to the touch down area, \( \alpha \) is the incident angle of runway) and slight headwind at height below 75 m as Figure 6b illustrated. The reversion of wind are believed to arise from disruption of the northerly airflow by the Terminal 3 buildings (about 50 m above the ground surface, about 500 m to the centerline of Runway 01/19). The headwind profiles of Runway 36L/18R and Runway 01/19 were constructed to reveal the wind information of glide paths as shown in Figure 7. There are two criteria used for establishing beginning and the ending of turbulence. The first criterion is to calculate the wind shear intensity. The position of marker illustrated the position with maximum wind shear intensity. The second criterion is to identify the headwind speed difference along the whole glide path. The threshold to issuing wind shear alerting is set to 15 knots (gain or loss) following the internationally adopted wind shear alerting threshold. The second criterion has higher priority than the first criterion. The maximum wind speed difference of Runway 36L/18R is 5.48 m/s without wind shear alarm. While the wind speed fluctuation of Runway 01/19 is up to 9.91 m/s triggering the wind shear alarm. The wind shear alarm of Runway 01/19 has been proved by the pilot’s report at time 14:51 at height 75 m.

![Figure 6](image_url)  
Figure 6. Radial speed obtained by pulsed coherent Doppler lidar (PCDL) system operated at Glide path scanning mode. (a) Glide path scanning pattern of Runway 36L; (b) Glide path scanning pattern of Runway 01.

The wind shear report of the pilot during landing is very subjective, which is related to the pilot’s ability and aircraft type. Small-scale changes in wind speed (especially those less than the length of aircraft body) have little influence on the aircraft during landing process. Therefore, a parameter is needed to comprehensively consider the change value of wind speed and the change distance. Different pilots may have different reactions to the similar wind shear magnitude.

Severity factor \( I \) was firstly defined by Woodfield and Woods to descript the intensity of wind shear, the intensity of wind shear can be obtained by calculating

\[
I = \left( \frac{dV}{dt} \right) \frac{\Delta V}{V_{app}} = \frac{1}{V_{app}} \left| \frac{\Delta V}{R^{1/3}} \right|^3
\]  
(1)

where \( \Delta V / R^{1/3} \) is the change rate of wind speed, \( \Delta V \) is the total change of wind, \( V_{app} \) means the normal approach speed of the aircraft, and \( R \) represents the ramp length as the study [32,33].
In this paper, we collected Glide path scans in the period of two months (December 2018 to January 2019) and calculated the wind shear severity factor as Figure 8 shows. Comparing with the carried out campaigns from 2015 to 2016 (published paper in 2019, H.W. Zhang et al., Infrared Physics and Technology 2019), the maximum ramp length in this study is 40 s (referring to 3000 m at spatial distance), assuming the typical approach speed at 75 m/s.

![Headwind profile retrieved from the pointing direction scanning mode obtained by the PCDL system at BCIA.](image1)

**Figure 7.** Headwind profile retrieved from the pointing direction scanning mode obtained by the PCDL system at BCIA.

![Wind shear intensity-ramp length diagram over 36L corridor and 01 corridor in the period of two months.](image2)

**Figure 8.** Wind shear intensity-ramp length diagram over 36L corridor and 01 corridor in the period of two months.

The severity factors of Runway 01/19 headwind profiles were represented by the blue dots (the maximum difference ≤15 knots) without wind shear alerting. The black dots depict the wind shear intensity scale of Runway 18R/36L. The red dots represent intensity of those headwind profiles whose maximum difference of wind speed exceed the alerting criterion. The alerting line is calculated by taking the ICAO criterion (maximum difference is 15 kts) and ramp length into Equation (1) as the dotted line in Figure 8. To avoid the false alarm due to the sharpen change of speed with shorter ramp length (as published paper illustrated), the improved algorithm in this paper smoothed the headwind profiles.
and limited the ramp length. From the Figure 8, we can find that the wind shear intensity scale of two runways are maintained at relative low level (0.03–0.1 m$^{1/3}$s$^{-2/3}$) at most part of time. Identifying the wind shear by single criterion (maximum difference of headwind profile or wind shear severity factor) may cause false alarm.

In the published paper, we have discussed the shortage of the criterion based on the headwind profiles with short ramp length. The method to setting a threshold to the maximum difference is more reliable than to identify the wind shear intensity scale especially for the headwind profiles with short ramp length. The gradient of headwind profiles with long ramp length usually slows down with the same speed difference, and the pilots of landing aircrafts may not report the wind shear events to the terminal office.

The terrain around the BCIA is complex, including small mount, artificial lake, buildings, and turfed area. To study the influence of Terminal 3 buildings to the Runway 01/19, CFD (computational fluid dynamics) software were utilized to simulate the wind field of BCIA under strong northwest wind conditions as Figure 9 shows. The domain of the simulation has a size of 5200 m (length) $\times$ 4000 m (width) and the top of the domain reaches a height of 300 m (height) with spatial resolution of 10 m. To study the influence of Terminal 3 on the glide path of Corridor 01, simulation domain in this paper was divided into two parts for performing a discretization with mixed grid system. The mixed grid system ensures calculation efficiency and high resolution over interested area. The vital important settings in the simulation are input data and boundary settings. The lateral boundaries and the top boundary were set as velocity-inlet type and bottom boundary is set as a non-slip wall. The RNG $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model were set in the simulation. The input wind profiles in the simulation are obtained by the PCDL system operated at DBS mode. The blind area of wind profiles obtained by lidar is about 40 m, the wind information from 0 m to 40 m above ground level were calculated by the power law:

$$V = V_{10} \times \left(\frac{z}{10}\right)^{\alpha} \quad (2)$$

where $V_{10}$ is the wind speed at 10 m height, $\alpha$ is the coefficient related to the roughness of ground.

**Figure 9.** Wind field of BCIA simulated by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software. (a) Top view of BCIA at 30 m height; (b) Section plane of the Runway 01/19; (c) Section plane of the glide path; (d) Headwind profiles of Runway 01/19 under northwest wind at 14 m/s.
3.2. Wind Profiles Obtained by RHI Scanning Mode

The horizontal wind speed along the runway direction obtained by PCDL system operated at RHI scanning mode are shown in Figure 10. The horizontal axis represents the distance to the PCDL system with positive values to the south of the lidar location and negative values meaning the north to the lidar. In the Figure 10, the color represents the horizontal velocity along the runway direction which is the component of the wind vector (the wind direction is northern wind). The red and the blue colors indicate the value of horizontal velocity along the runway direction. Wind profiles retrieved from the lidar operated at RHI scanning mode in Figure 10 have much higher vertical spatial resolution and lower blind area compared with the production of lidar for wind profiles. The spatial resolution of lidar systems for wind profiles is mainly limited to the laser pulsed width and the setting of pitch angles. Vertical black lines illustrated the virtual wind masts in this paper utilized to retrieval the wind profiles and the inclined black lines represent the glide path of Runway 36L/18R and Runway 01/19, respectively. The wind velocity at different height represents the horizontal wind velocity retrieved from the radial wind velocity, taking pitch angle into consideration. Figure 8 depicts high-resolution vertical stratifications of horizontal velocity above two runway limited area. The horizontal velocity of Runway 36L/18R are lower than those of Runway 01/19. The wind speed stratifications of Runway 36L/18R are higher at height than those of Runway 01/19.

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. Horizontal velocity along the runway direction obtained by the PCDL system operated at RHI scanning mode. (a) RHI scanning pattern of Runway 36L/18R; (b) RHI scanning pattern of Runway 01/19.

To analyze the wind shear caused by the structures around the airport area, wind profiles along the runway are shown in Figure 11, illustrating the horizontal wind velocity varying with the height at different distances to the PCDL system. Wind profiles illustrated in Figure 11 are depicting the horizontal wind velocity varying with height at different distance assuming the wind direction is steady within one RHI scanning pattern. Nearly all the profiles illustrated that the horizontal velocity of Runway 36L/18R are lower than those of Runway 01/19 below height 200 m. The horizontal velocity difference decreased to zero with the distance increased to 1200 m south to the PCDL system.
Figure 10. Horizontal velocity along the runway direction obtained by the PCDL system operated at RHI scanning mode. (a) RHI scanning pattern of Runway 36L/18R; (b) RHI scanning pattern of Runway 01/19.

Figure 11. Wind speed profile series along the Runway 36L/18R and Runway 01/19 retrieved from the Figure 8’s RHI measurement.

The figure can be used to analyze wind speed distribution in high and low space, background wind speed and wind field characteristics at different horizontal distances from the PCDL system. During the wind shear warning, the figure can assist the windward structure analysis of the glide path to judge the degree of turbulence during the aircraft approach.

4. Discussion

According to the long term lidar observation and historical data analyzing, the landing aircrafts of BCIA are more likely to suffer the terrain-induced wind shear by the terminal buildings, high trees and mounds under northwest wind conditions. The wind speed measured by anemometers and the PCDL systems support the conclusion that the wind speed of Runway 36L are lower than those of Runway 01 at the same time.

4.1. Glide Path Scanning Strategy

Glide path scanning strategy in this paper is designed to retrieve the headwind profiles (the scanning azimuthal angles are nearly corresponding to the runway direction), when it comes to the wind component flowing perpendicular to runway direction towards the aircraft, it is not possible to effectively capture the cross wind from the radial wind. However, the cross wind shear are also great threats to the landing aircraft under strong wind conditions.

4.2. RHI Scanning Mode

Algorithm of retrieving the wind profiles from RHI scanning mode have been developed. The most important assumption in this method is that the wind direction is steady within one RHI scanning pattern. The wind velocity at different height represents the horizontal wind velocity retrieved from the LOS wind velocity, taking pitch angle into consideration and ignoring the influence of the vertical airflow.
4.3. Wind Shear Alerts

In the current study, we adopted the ICAO suggested criterion for issuing wind shear alerts. The wind shear intensity were calculated by taking wind velocity difference, approach speed of aircraft, and ramp length into consideration. The normal approach speed of aircraft is set at 75 m/s. The ramp length means the incline ramp length (not the horizontal distance).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the complex three-dimensional wind field inversion of east and west runways of BCIA have been carried out by operating the PCDL system at PPI model, RHI model and Glide Path scanning model to study the influence of complex terrain. According to the above observation data, the runway wind field measured by PCDL system under different wind direction conditions and the runway wind field based on CFD simulation were analyzed. The influence of Terminal 3 buildings on the wind field were explored, and the reasons for the difference between the Runway 36L/18R and the Runway 01/19 were further analyzed. The PCDL system has been proved to be effective tool to observe the terrain induced low level wind shear at BCIA under non-rainy conditions.

The most important conclusions of the current work may be summarized as follows:

- The PCDL systems utilized in this paper are effective tools to detect the wind shear events at a high spatial and temporal resolution.
- The core of the paper is aimed at quantifying the effect of terrain induced wind turbulence on the response and performance of landing aircraft.
- Different observation modes (including the Glide path scanning and RHI scanning) have been designed to study the terrain induced wind shear events.
- The PCDL system should not perform as a stand-alone wind shear detection system and it is a great complementary system to traditional radar systems.

Future works:

- Collecting the data of PCDL system under notable meteorological conditions to assess the ability of wind shear measurement by PCDL systems.
- Alerting the great threats caused by the cross wind to the landing aircraft under strong wind conditions.
- Optimization of the pre-warning software interface and the reduction of the false alarm rate.
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